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Descriptive Summary

Title: Jim Hair photographs
Dates: 1973-2006
Collection number: MS 459
Creator: Hair, Jim
Collection Size: 1 portfolio
Repository: University of California, Santa Cruz. University Library. Special Collections and Archives
Santa Cruz, California 95064

Abstract: This collection contains photographs of early UCSC faculty and Santa Cruz eccentrics including Alan Chadwick, N. O. Brown, Gregory Bateson, Mary Holmes, William Everson, Peter Demma, etc.

Physical location: Stored in Special Collections & Archives: Advance notice is required for access to the papers.

Languages: Languages represented in the collection: English

Access
Collection open for research.

Publication Rights
Property rights reside with the University of California. Literary rights are retained by the creators of the records and their heirs. For permission to publish or to reproduce the material, please contact the Head of Special Collections and Archives.

Preferred Citation
Jim Hair photographs. MS 459. Special Collections and Archives, University Library, University of California, Santa Cruz.

Acquisition Information

Scope and Content of Collection
This collection contains portrait photographs of early UCSC faculty and Santa Cruz eccentrics including Alan Chadwick, N. O. Brown, Gregory Bateson, Mary Holmes, William Everson, Peter Demma, etc.

Indexing Terms
The following terms have been used to index the description of this collection in the library’s online public access catalog.
Hair, Jim--Archives
Photography, Artistic
Portraits--California--Santa Cruz County

Related Material
Jim Hair photographs. vol. 2, TR654.H34 2006
Series 1 Biographical material, ca. 1973-2006

Physical Description: 1 folder

Series Scope and Content Summary

This series contains a small amount of biographical material about Hair.

box 1

Two copies of newspaper articles & 3 color postcards. ca. 1973-2006

Series 2 Photographs, ca. 1973-2006

Physical Description: 1 box, 20 gelatin silver photographs

Series Scope and Content Summary

This collection contains 20 silver gelatin portrait photographs of early UCSC faculty and Santa Cruz eccentrics.

box 1

- ms459_pho_001 Marjorie & Bruce Anderson, 1974
- ms459_pho_002-003 Gregory Bateson 1973
- ms459_pho_004 Norman O. Brown, 1973
- ms459_pho_005 Alan Chadwick, 1973
- ms459_pho_006 Peter Demma, 1973
- ms459_pho_007 Al and Patti Di Ludovico, 1974
- ms459_pho_010 George Hitchcock, 1973
- ms459_pho_011-014 Mary Holmes, 1973, 1986
- ms459_pho_015 Al Johnson 1973
- ms459_pho_016 Paul Lee & Page Smith, 1873
- ms459_pho_017 Dean E. McHenry, 1974
- ms459_pho_018 Jasper Rose, 1973

Flat File B2

- 3 enlargements for exhibition [Holmes, Brown, Chadwick] 1973